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PREFACE
Editors
healthissue.diettri@gmail.com

Dear members of Di-Et-Tri,
As nutrition and health students, we are of course interested in how different types of food affect our health.
However, this does not mean that we only eat carrot sticks
and quinoa. I think many of us like to indulge in yummy
dishes and go out to try new restaurants. Some of us might
even consider ourselves true “foodies” and love to try new
and exotic recipes every time to time. In this issue, we
explore the theme “A culinary twist”.

Sarah Makkink

On page 17, you can find an article about famous restaurants around the world. For some culinary experiences
closer to home you can find an overview of some of our
favourite restaurants right here in Wageningen on page 13.
If you would like to try making some of your own culinary
creations check out the reciepes on page 20.

Marlotte Vonk

Maaike Soors d’ Ancona
Iris Leeman
Gabriëlle Schoonhoven
Laura Bosman

Milou Netten
Esther Hullegien

We hope you enjoy this first edition of the Health Issue. If
you have any comments, advice or feedback with regards
to the Health Issue, please let us know. You can send us
an email at healthissue.diettri@gmail.com, or send one
directly to one of our editors listed on the right. Of course
we also have an Instagram page where you can contact us.
Love,
The Health Issue board
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CHAIRCHAT
Dear members of Di-Et-Tri,
A new academic year has started, which means that everything is going back to normal. At least, as normal as it could
be in these corona times. It also means that there are new
Health Issues coming and that our board change has taken
place. And because of the new composition of the board,
I get to write the chairchat this time! We have talked a lot
about what we could not do recently. By that I mean oncampus activities, our Nutrition Week, the first year students introductory weekend, excursions and ceremonies
for the graduated students. We are all very sorry about it,
but unfortunately we cannot do anything about it. So let’s
focus on what we can do! We want to keep ourselves busy,
as board, with organizing new and corona-proof activities!
It is quite a challenge to organize new activities that comply with the guidelines in all aspects, so we are working
very hard to make it work. Also our committees are doing
the best they can do in these times. We really appreciate
that!
As I already said, a new year also means a new Health Issue.
The theme of this Health Issue is ‘Culinary’ and the Health
Issue editors have worked hard to make this edition for
all of you! As we are mostly working at home, I am sure
that everyone changes his or her eating behaviour a little
bit. Ofcourse, for some this will be more than for others.
It is easier to grab something from the kitchen when you
are hungry, but there is also more time to eat extensively
at home. I really enjoy preparing culinary meals! Do you
enjoy that too? I am really wondering whether there is
more or less culinary cooking at home nowadays. But for
now, enjoy reading this Health Issue about this nice theme!
On behalf of the board,
Meyke Faber
President Di-Et-Tri
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Board Di-Et-Tri
diettri@wur.nl
President
Meyke Faber
Secretary
Tara Brinkhuis
Treasurer
Noa van Loenen
Com. Internal Affairs
Fay van Emmerik
Com. External Affairs
Corine Vroom
Com. Education
Daphne Louws

BOARD
		INTRODUCTION
WE ASKED THE BOARD: ‘WHAT ARE YOUR CULINARY HABITS?’
MEYKE FABER

NOA VAN LOENEN

I think the theme of this Health Issue is a very nice
topic and something that is of interest to (I think
all) Nutrition and Health students. Personally, I
really enjoy culinary cooking for my family. It is
fun to create something delicious together! At
least, that is what I think. There are a lot of
different cuisines and many more recipes where
you can choose from. There is not something that
I really don’t like, so I am often trying something
new. Risotto has been my favourite dish lately.
There are so many variations and I really like it.
There are many other things that I like to eat and I
also like to try new dishes in restaurants, because
going out for dinner is the most fun thing to do
if you ask me. Besides that, the most important
thing is: good food results in a good mood! At
least, that works for me. :)
TARA BRINKHUIS

When I heard about the theme of this Health
Issue, the first thing that came to my mind was
my favourite restaurant in Wageningen, Sa Lolla. I
love the Italian kitchen with its pastas and pizzas.
When I visited Toscane a couple of years ago, I ate
at all of the local restaurants in the village that we
were staying at and I was really enjoying the food
culture. The kind of dish I love the most in the
Italian kitchen are the ones with fish. I really like
fish and well as a Nutrition and Health student I
must say that it is quite healthy to eat those type
of fatty acids :) My only dream is to once catch
my own fish and cook a delicious meal with it. So
hopefully that will come true one day!

Well you don’t have to ask me twice whether
I wanna go out to dinner. I really love sushi
so much, so all you can eat sushi restaurants
are really my thing. If you ask me, IDA is my
favorite sushi restaurant at home. But for very
tender, well-marinated spareribs, I love to go
to Rosita’s. My favorite culinary dish is wonton
with smoked salmon from Loetje, but I also
love to eat risotto balls once in a while. I also
have a guilty pleasure of course and that is a
melted chocolate cake. And my favorite breakfast are homemade banana pancakes made by
my mother, or a healthy apple crumble which I
make with oats. I’m really
looking forward to reading other stories as
well! Love, Noa
DAPHNE LOUWS

When I heard the theme of this Health Issue, I
instantly got happy. Anyone who knows me a
little bit, knows I have a slightly obsessive love
for food and wine. That’s why I was very happy
to visit Michel Louws a few weeks ago. He is
a Dutch chef who owns a Michelin-rewarded
restaurant in New-Zealand. Every summer, he
comes back to The Netherlands and runs a
pop-up restaurant. Safe to say I had an unforgettable evening! My biggest dream is to eat at
Osteria Francescana, in Italy (as seen in Chef’s
Table, Season 1 Episode 1) Ever since I saw this
episode a few years ago, I wanted to go there,
and I cannot wait until that day comes!
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CORINE VROOM

FAY VAN EMMERIK

Hi everyone! My name is Fay and as some of you
might know, I am a vegan! I have been so for
three or four years. In my hometown, this means
that it is quite difficult to go to a restaurant, but it
is so much easier when you go to the big places
like Rotterdam! My friends always ask me to find a
place to eat, because I like searching for the small
yet good places. My favorite restaurant would be
Gare du Nord, in Rotterdam. This is a small vegan
restaurant, where you eat in an old train wagon!
Another great option is Pele Surfshack! This is a
beach Pavilion located at Hoek van Holland. After
all, when you are done with surfing or just walking along the shore, you need a delicious meal ;)

MEYKE

Hi everyone! My name is Corine and I have
loved dim sum for as long as I can remember.
I think it has something to do with all the tiny
dishes and the freedom of choice you have that
just makes me very happy. Last year I found out
there is this restaurant chain that has locations
all over the world, with a Michelin star in one of
their restaurants in Hong Kong. Unfortunately,
they don’t have a restaurant in the Netherlands.
Their dim sum was excellent by the way! Since
they are not in the Netherlands and I love to
eat Dim Sum, I sometimes go to a restaurant in
Rotterdam called ChinaTown Dim Sum where
the dim sum and regular dishes are really tasty
and diverse.

DAPHNE

FAY

CORINE

TARA
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NOA
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DO WE ENJOY
FOOD MORE IN A
RESTAURANT?
AN INTERVIEW
WITH KEES DE
GRAAF

Dr. Kees de Graaf
is a professor in
Sensory Science
and Eating Behaviour. For this
Health Issue, we
asked him some
questions about
eating habits at
home and in a
restaurant!

ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN EATING HABITS BETWEEN
EATING AT HOME OR IN A RESTAURANT? AND IF SO,
WHICH FACTORS INFLUENCE THESE EATING HABITS?

My answers reflect a personal impression, an educated guess.
In general I would say that eating habits in a restaurant are
indeed different from at home. Eating in a restaurant usually
takes more time and attention, depending of course on the
type of restaurant. The factors that influence these eating
habits relate to the physical and social atmosphere, which is
more exclusive, and special in most restaurants compared to at
home. However, also at home you can make special meals, e.g.
21 – dinners, or a romantic dinner with your partner/family/
friends for a special occasion.
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ARE THE DIFFERENCES ALSO AGE RELATED? SO, ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN EATING HABITS BETWEEN STUDENTS AND PERSONS WITH AN AGE

OF FIFTY?

I suppose that some differences will be age related; current time students will have
a different culinary background than older people. During their childhood, current students
may have had more experience with cuisines from all over the world. Compared to fifty years
ago, the Netherlands has a much, much diverse supply of cuisines. In the 1950 and 1960’s, the
Netherlands started with the first upcoming of Chinese, Indonesian restaurants; this is incomparable to the current situation, where in larger cities you may find any cuisine you like. I find this
an enjoyable experience.
DO YOU KNOW IF DUTCH STUDENTS HAVE A PREFERENCE FOR A SPECIAL TYPE OF DINNER
IN A RESTAURANT (E.G. TAPAS, ALL YOU CAN EAT, OR NORMAL: STARTER-MAIN COURSEDESERT?).

I do not know the answer to this question. Students have an economic position that may lead
them to less expensive restaurants.
DO WE ENJOY FOOD MORE IF WE EAT IT IN A RESTAURANT THAN AT HOME?

In general, I would say yes. Eating at home may be more routine than eating in a restaurant.
Eating in a restaurant is often used for special occasions, and may lend itself more to exclusive
experiences. This may mean that you have more attention to the food, and this may lead to more
satisfaction.

Current time students
will have a different
culinary background
than older people’’
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CULINARY QUIZ:
Welcome to the culinary quiz! Test your knowledge:
how much do you know about cooking, dishes
around the world and restaurants. If you think you
know all the answers (and no sneaky googling..), send
your answers to healthissue.diettri@gmail.com before
15 march 2021. If you do so, you can win the book
500 student meals, so you can practice your culinary
skills even further!

1

2
3
4
5

Pineapple on pizza: some people love it others hate it. One thing
is for sure this is not an authentic Italian recipe. Where does
Hawaiian pizza originate from?
a.
Hawaii
b.
Canada
c.
USA
d.
Japan
Most wasabi is not made from the actual plant Wasabia Japonica.
What other less expensive ingredient is often used to make the
spicy green condiment?
a.
Mint leaves
b.
Green chiles
c.
Horse radish
d.
All of the above

Saffron is a yellow spice that is used to flavour and colour a variety of dishes. Which flower is saffron made from?
a.
Crocus
b.
Narcissus
c.
Orchid
d.
Daisy
Ceviche is a dish made from raw fish marinated in lemon or lime
juice. It is the national dish of which country?
a.
Argentina
b.
Spain
c.
Chili
d.
Peru
What are/is pierogi?
a.
Small Icelandic cakes stuffed with fruit jam
b.
An alcoholic spiced drink from Russia
c.
A type of dumpling from Poland
d.
Type of licorice popular in Sweden
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6
7

8

St. Peter Stiftskeller is a restaurant in Austria. This restaurant is
believed to be the oldest still existing restaurant in the world. In
what year was this restaurant opened?
a.
1465
b.
1421
c.
1276
d.
801
Which of these statements is NOT true?
a.
Feta can only be called ‘feta’ if ithas been produced in
Greece
b.
Champagne can only be called ‘champagne’ if it is pro
duced in the Champagne region
c.
Mozzarella can only be called ‘mozzarella’ if it is made
from buffalo milk
d.
Parmesan cheese can only be called parmesan if it is
made in Italy
Falafel is traditionally made from which plant-based ingredient?
a.
Chickpeas
b.
Tofu
c.
Black beans
d.
Lentils

9

10

11

12

If you order cannoli in an Italian restaurant what will you be served?
a.
Pasta shells filled with mozzarella and spinach
b.
A desert consisting of fried pastry rolls with a creamy fill-		
ing
c.
Tube shaped paste traditionally served with a meaty sauce
d.
Sweet almond biscuits
Sashimi is dish that can be found on the menu in a sushi restaurant. What does it mean?
a.
A type of dumpling
b.
A selection of sliced raw fish & seafood
c.
A type of sushi featuring rice topped with fish or seafood
d.
A type of sushi featuring raw fish or seafood wrapped in
rice and seaweed

Sous-vide is a term from the French culinary tradition. What does
it mean?
a.
To tenderize a tough piece of meat by marinating in vin
egar
b.
To slowly cook something in hot oil’
c.
To cook something in a vacuum sealed bag in a warm
water bath.
d.
A chef’s assistant in a professional kitchen.
Although the Netherlands might not be known as the most
culinary advanced country in the world, there are two national
dishes. Which are they?
a.
Stamppot and herring
b.
Stroopwafels and snert
c.
Hutspot and bitterballen
d.
Herring and poffertjes

Mail the answers
to health.issue@
diettri.nl
to WIN!!!
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FAVOURITE PLACES
				TO EAT IN						

		WAGENINGEN

Although Wageningen might not be the most culinary exciting city in the world
there are still some great places available for a quick bite to eat. Unfortunately, all
of the restaurants are closed at the moment because of COVID restrictions. However many of them still have options for take-away. So if you don’t feel like cooking,
these might be great options to enjoy some delicious food at home and support
local restaurants.
Xing Chou - Hoogstraat 18
This restaurant serves vietnamese food.
If you have never had vietnamese cuisine before, you should definitely try it
out sometime soon! I personally love
the fresh taste thanks to vegetables
and typical vietnamese flavours from
lime and lemongrass that are included
in most dishes. My personal personal
favourites are Pho (pronounced fuh),
a flavourful noodle soup topped with
beef. Their spring rolls are also delicious. Another bonus is that most of
their options can be made vegetarian
or even vegan. Right now their restaurant is closed but they do offer delivery.
Prices: 5-10 euros.

Café Onder de Linden - Haagsteeg 16
This café is a very cosy place te have
with dinner and beers with friends. The
café also has their own brewery so they
serve their very own beers: Wagenings
blond and Wagenings tripple. When the
restaurants open again it is a very nice
place to eat, especially in the summer
when you can sit outside yo enjoy you
dinner under the large trees in front
of the restaurant. On their menu you
can find some classic dishes like roasted chicken, salmon and spareribs. But
there are also some vegetarian options
including the Dutch weed burger. No,
this burger does not contain any hallucinogenics but is instead made with seaweed. It was developed in Wageningen
en Onder de Linden is one of the first
places where it is served. Right now the
restaurant is open for delivery. Prices:
around 15 euros.

Soek Damascus - Hoogstraat 20
This restaurant is nice if you want to
expand your culinary experiences. It is
a Syrian restaurant that servers classic
middle eastern dishes. They serve many
different “mezzes” (small dishes) and
also have great grilled meat options.
You can also make vegetarians quite
happy by taking them to this place,
because of the delicious falafel and
lentil soups they serve. This restaurant
is also available to order for delivery.
Prices: 10-27 euros.
Kruimig Frietmakerij - Stationsweg 11
This is technically a ‘snackbar’ and might
therefore not be the most culinary
restaurent in this list, but it does stand
out. Their fries, which are homemade
from fresh potatoes, are, in my opinion,
the best in Wageningen. They also serve
special fries with toppings. The nacho
fries with guacamole are my personal favourite. They also serve Canadian
poutine: fries topped with gravy and
cheese. Also on their menu are various
home made snacks including vegan
options: croquettes, chicken nuggets
and even vegan mayonaise. You can

order online to take away. Prices:
5-10 euros.
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MARLOTTE:
Kamptal Grüner Veltliner
Available at AH for €6.99
A typical young white wine from Kamptal, Austria. Gruner Veltliner wines are
often harvested early in the season and
enjoyed with fresh summer weather. It’s
an easy, slightly dry and bubbly, and
fresh-fruity wine that goes really well
with anything light like chicken, fish but
also cheese! Hamersma gives it an 8/10.

IRIS:
La Chouffe
Available at AH for €6.99
My favourite beer at the moment is a La
Chouffe. This Belgian blond beer has a
side of citrus and a bit of spices. With 8
percent alcohol, it is not a beer you can
keep on drinking, but I think it tastes
really good. According to the site, La
Chouffe can be best paired with broccoli
and asparagus, but also chicken, salmon
and herbs like coriander.

TEST-PANEL:
FAVOURITE
DRINKS

With good food, you need some good wine!
Here are some of our personal favourate
alcholic bevarages that you can get a the
supermarket for a reasonable price!
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DIG DEEPER
SALT FAT ACID HEAT

Have you ever wondered what makes food taste simply amazing? Just four simple
elements, when applied correctly, have the ability to make good food, great food.
These elements are fat, salt, acid and heat. In her cookbook and accompanying
Netflix documentary, Chef Samin Nosrat explores and explains these elements,
supported by amazing illustrations and images. In this article you will learn more
about the science behind the elements and how you can apply them to get your

FAT

Very simply said, fat makes food delicious.
You may have heard before that fat equals flavour, but why, exactly? This actually has to do
with the chemistry behind the flavor particles
of food. Aroma molecules, like fat molecules,
are non-polar and will therefore more readily dissolve in fat than in water, so the flavor
of a food is predominantly located in it’s fat.
As such, fat can be powerful when used as a
seasoning to enrich the flavour and texture of
a dish.
The essential flavor of any dish starts with
the fat it’s cooked in, and entire cuisines are
defined by their fat. Just think about it: Olive
oil in Italian food, butter in French food and
sesame oil in Asian food. They all determine
the ultimate flavor of their dishes. So, if there’s
one thing you take away from this article, it’s to
never skip out on the fat. Trust me, it’s worth
the extra calories.

SALT

Saltiness is a fundamental flavor in many dishes. Besides being an important flavor element
on it’s own, salt also plays an important role
in bringing out the natural flavor of all other
ingredients. It reduces bitter, it tames acidity, and enhances sweetness. This is why you
should always add salt, even to sweet dishes.
Simply said, salt makes any food taste more like
itself, as it brings out flavors in an ingredient
that weren’t there before.
Now you might think salt is just salt, but did
you know that there are actually many different
kinds of salt? In Japan, they have over 4000 different types! Salt from different sources will all
have a distinct taste. Fleur de sel, for example,
tastes slightly of the sea, whereas Himalayan
pink salt tastes more subtle, as the many minerals in it help to dull the sharpness of the pure
sodium chloride. Not every salt tastes equally
salty. This is for the most part determined by
the size of the chrystal. The smaller the salt
chrystal, the quicker it dissolves in your mouth
and the more intense the salty flavor will be.
The type of salt you’re using is therefore important to keep in mind when considering how
much salt to add to a dish.
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ACID

HEAT

Much like salt, acid helps to improve flavors already
present in a dish, as well as to add flavor of it’s own.
Adding acid brightens food and gives it more contrast.
It also counters the fattiness, sweetness and starchiness of food, which is why it’s always a good idea to
add some acid into very rich dishes. Additionally, acid
can work as a tenderizer by breaking down fibers in
foods that are cooked or marinated in it.

The last fundamental element to great cooking is heat.
It isn’t so much of an ingredient that you can add, but
that doesn’t make it less important. Heat is the element of transformation. It takes food from raw to
cooked, and from pale to golden brown. The amount
of heat you add as well as the type of heat are important considerations to make when cooking any food.
Whether you should grill, roast, steam, boil or fry your
food depends on what you want to achieve. What you
will actually achieve depends on whether you apply
heat correctly. You always want to make sure that
the exterior and interior of your food finishes cooking at the same time (Who hasn’t accidently made a
grilled cheese sandwich while using too intense heat
that made the bread turn black, while the cheese was
barely melted?).
Heat creates flavor through a process called the
Maillard reaction. This is a chemical reaction between
an amino acid and a reducing sugar under the influence of high heat. In the process, deep, savory flavors are created that didn’t exist before. This is why
browned versions of food are always much richer and
more complex in flavor than their pale counterparts.

Acidity is measured on the pH scale, with 1 being
very acidic, 7 being neutral and 14 being very alkaline. You’d actually be surprised by how many acidic
ingredients we use in cooking without even realising
it. Of course, when adding ingredients like vinegar or
lemon juice, we know it’s for acidity, but there are so
many more acidic products out there. Take for example chocolate, coffee, wine, cheese and even honey.
All these ingredients have a low pH and are therefore
sources of acidity in food. Next time you’re cooking,
just take a good look at what the recipe tells you to
add and you’ll realize just how many acidic ingredients you really use.

So, there you have it. Fat, salt, acid and heat. The fundamental elements of all good cooking. If you want to
learn even more about this topic, I would highly recommend reading the book by Samin Nosrat or watch
the beautiful Netflix documentary.
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			CHEF’S TABLE:
			 RESTAURANTS
			 AROUND THE
WORLD

F

irst introduced in 1900, the “Michelin Star” is now a
world-famous hallmark of fine dining quality, with
chefs all around the world striving to earn this
coveted Michelin star status. In the Netflix culinary

documentary series, called Chef’s Table, viewers are brought into some
of these world’s greatest kitchens. As Netflix itself stated: “In this Emmynominated series, culinary stars worldwide take gastronomy to new
heights with innovative dishes and tempting desserts.” In this article,
we will feature some of the highlighted chefs of the series and give a
unique look at their lives and culinary artw

THE MICHELIN STAR ‘S HISTORY
Like for all great inventions that have shifted history ‘s direction, the
origin of the Michelin Guide was a whole lot different than it’s iconic
name it is today. Originally the guide was created to encourage more
motorists to take to the road, providing useful information for travellers, such as maps, petrol stations, information on how to change a
tire, and … a list of places to eat for the night! All with the intention
to help boost car sales and in turn, tirepurchases, benefitting the
small tire company named Michelin. Fast forward, the restaurant section in the guide gained growing influence and the company started
selling the guide in 1920 for a small fee. In 1926, the guide began to
award stars for fine dining establishments and built up to the current three starred ranking by 1936. Nowadays, the guide rates over
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FÄVIKEN, JÄRPEN,

known as the compost cookie. As Tosi
stated: “If you are going for a cookie, I

SWEDEN - MAGNUS

know this cookie is not going to round out

NILSSON

joy.” Watch on Netflix: S4E1.

my diet, but it is what is going to bring me

Far from the city and fresh ingredients
in the icy city of Järpen, Sweden, Chef
Magnus Nilsson has crafted one of the
world’s best restaurants, awarded with
two Michelin stars. The restaurant seats
only 24 guests and creatively highlights

OSTERIA FRANCESCANA, MODENA, ITALY

fresh produce. His tasting menu consists

- MASSIMO BOTTURA

of about 30 courses, which are delivered

Chef Massimo Bottura is the owner of

in a very rapid manner. Nilsson tells: “The

Osteria Francescana, a three-Michelin-star

first six or come every 180 seconds, so had

restaurant which was voted the World’s

a little bite the next one already arrives.”

Best Restaurant in 2016 and 2018. He

In total, you will be seated for 2,5 hours.

blends Italian tradition with artful innova-

But as Nilsson says: “When you control it

tion into dishes which he calls “We are still

perfectly, no one thinks about being too

deciding what fish to serve!” and “This lit-

quickly, it is just delicious.” Diners can also

tle piggy went to the market,” both round-

spend the night in one of the restaurant’s

ing up to cost €110! According to Bottura,

six rooms after enjoying this 3,300 kronor

when you go to his restaurant you can eat

($345) seasonal tasting menu. Sadly, in

emotions and not just incredible food.

2019 Nilsson closed his restaurant after

Watch on Netflix S1E1.

Watch Chef ’s Table on
Netflix:
Massimo Bottura: S1E1
Magnus Nilsson: S1E6
Christina Tosi: S4E1

running it for 10 years to spend more time
with family. Watch on Netflix: S1E6.
By Laura Bosman

MILK BAR, NEW YORK,
USA - CHRISTINA TOSI

If you are going for
a cookie, I know this
cookie is not going
to round out my diet,
but it is what is going
to bring me joy” Christina Tosi

In New York hotspot Milk Bar, Christina
Tosi turns her love of junk food into irresistible treats. Everything at Milk Bar is
“very getable, nostalgic, and it reminds
you of a moment in time, but nothing
on the menu here is ordinary.” Many of
her favorite confections are the sugarand-butter-based crack pie, birthday
cake truffle balls, and the cereal milk soft
serve, which tastes like a creamier and
sweeter version of the remaining milk
in a cornflake bowl. Another creation is
the pretzel-potato-chip-coffee-oatmealbutterscotch-and-chocolate-chip creation
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COMMISSION
UPDATES
Unfortunately, there are no committee activities in real life due to corona. However, the activity
of the committees still goes through! Here is a little update from two different committees: the
FoodCie; who are working on a cookbook, and the LexCie about the very interesting lunchlecHi Everyone!
On October 28th, the Lexcie organised a lunchlecture about eating disorders. Two speakers
from the organisation Ixta Noa told about their personal experiences with eating disorders.
Ixta Noa is an organisation who helps people with an eating disorder trough their own experiences. It was special that they wanted to share this personal story with us. This personal experience has given a better understanding about the impact that an eating disorder can have.
Also some information about the characteristics of different eating disorders were given. For
example about the prevalence and symptoms. During our study career, not a lot of attention is
paid to eating disorders, which makes it an interesting topic for a lot of students. Despite the
fact that the lecture took place online, it was a big success! A lot of students joined and asked
interesting questions. We really liked your enthusiasm! Thanks for all the students who visited
and we hope to see you soon during another (online) activity!

THE LEXCIE LUNCHLECTURE IXTA NOA
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THE FOODCIE COOKBOOK = UPCOMING!
Hi everyone!
Unfortunately, for the time being we are not able to organize physical activities for you guys.
Therefore, we, as the Foodcie thought of possible fun alternatives! One of the alternatives we
are working on is a ‘Foodcie Cookbook’. This cookbook will contain recipes, interviews, pictures,
fun facts and other aspects. The four seasons – fall, winter, spring, summer - will be the main
theme throughout the Foodcie Cookbook. We take you on a journey through different seasons
and holidays. You will find several recipes written by our Foodcie members, divided per season.
Think of a starter, main course, dessert, or other nostalgic recipes. We are looking forward to
sharing this with you in early 2021. Let’s make 2021 a better year!
Love, the FoodCie
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RECIPES
In this Health Issue, the focus was on the culinary appearance of the recipes! And the fun thing about our recipes is that they
are also super easy to make! So: do you want to impress your friends? Read further! :)

ROASTED, FILLED
PUMPKIN

FILLED PORTOBELLO’S
Autumn: the perfect season for a dish with mushrooms! However,
this starter is with a special mushroom, named portobello’s! With

This butternut pumpkin filled with a delicious tomato-pesto sauce

its size of 12 centimetres and fleshy structure, the huge mushroom

is the ultimate Autumnal dish with an Italian twist to it. Serve

is the perfect vegetable starter. You can fill the mushroom with all

it with some bread and a salad for a really easy, delicious and

kinds of vegetables, nuts, beans, an egg.. whatever you like! In this

healthy main course.

recipe, I filled the portobello with Philadelphia, sun dried toma-

Tip: make a double batch of the sauce, and you’ve got yourself a

toes, pine nuts and as a topping some parsley. Super easy and it

really good pasta sauce for the next day!

looks very culinary as I would say! #weeeeearethechampignonssss
Ingredients (for 3-4 persons):
Ingredients (for 4 portobello’s):

- 2 small butternut pumpkins

- 4 portobello’s

- 1 large onion

- ½ jar sun dried tomatoes

- 3 cloves of garlic

- 1 sachet of pine nuts

- 400 g crushed tomato

- 200 gram Philadelphia (depends a bit on your portobello’s)

- Italian herb mix

- A little bit of parsley for the topping (not really necessary for the

- Lemon juice

taste, but more for making it look fancy).

- Fresh basil
- Grated regular cheese

Instructions:

- Grated parmesan cheese

1. Preheat the oven at 180 degrees C.

- 1 tablespoon of pesto

2. Clean the portobello’s with a ‘mushroom brush’ or otherwise

- Salt and pepper

with some kitchen paper. Do NOT clean them with water, then the
taste will disappear!

Instructions:

3. Cut off the bottom part of the ‘stem’ of the portobello. Nothing

1. To prep the pumpkins, cut them into quarters, sprinkle a little

more!

bit of olive oil and salt on them and put them in a preheated 200

4. Cut the sun-dried tomato and the parsley in small pieces.

degree oven.

5. Fill the portobello with Philadelphia, and add the sun-dried

2. While the pumpkin is roasting, make the sauce by adding

tomatoes.

chopped onion and garlic into a pan with olive oil. Fry those off

6. Put the portobello with the Philadelphia and sun-dried toma-

for a couple of minutes, then add the crushed tomatoes, Italian

toes in the oven for 13-15 minutes. Meanwhile, roast the pine

herb mix, salt, pepper, and a little bit of lemon juice. Simmer for

nuts in a pan.

around 15 minutes.

7. After taking the portobello out of the oven, add the pine nuts

3. Take the pre-cooked pumpkin out of the oven, fill the pumpkin

and the parsley.

with the tomato sauce, add on top some grated cheese, pesto and

8. The starter is ready! Enjoy :)

parmesan cheese.
4. Put it back into the oven for around 20 minutes, or until the
pumpkin is cooked. This will depend on the size of your pumpkin.
5. Garnish with fresh basil. Enjoy! :)
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APPLE ROSES
Do you want to make a delicious dessert that looks fancy, but is not very complicated to make? Look no further! We have the
perfect recipe for apple roses. They are made with puff pastry, apples, cinnamon and sugar and with this dessert you can impress
all your friends!

Ingredients (for 15 roses):
- 3 large apples with red skin
- 10 frozen puff pastry sheets
- 1 lemon
- Apricot jelly
- Cinnamon
- Sugar
Instructions:
1. Preheat the oven to 190 degrees C and grease a muffin tray.
2. Thaw the puff pastry at room temperature. It should take about 20 minutes until it is soft.
3. Slice the apples down the center and remove the core. Next, put the apples with the core side down on the cutting board and
cut the apples in paper-thin slices. Leave the peel so it will give a red color to your roses. Right away, place the sliced apples in a
large bowl filled with water and juice from the lemon so they won’t brown.
4. Microwave the apples in the bowl for about 3 minutes, to make them slightly softer and easy to roll. The apple slices should be
cooked just enough to bend without breaking. If they break, you need to cook them a little more.
5. Place two sheets of puff pastry together, just overlapping them slightly. Next, spread a very thin layer of the apricot jelly and
sprinkle with sugar and cinnamon.
6. Cut the sheet of puff pastry length-wise in three equal strips. Arrange the apple slices on one of the strips slightly overlapping
one another, as shown in the picture. Make sure the top (skin side) of the slices stick a little out on the strip.
7. Fold up the bottom part of the dough. Starting from one end, carefully roll the dough, keeping all the apple slices in place and
seal the end.
8. Place the roses in a greased muffin tray. Repeat the steps above for all the puff pastry strips. This recipe will make about 15
roses.
9. Bake the roses in the oven for about 30-40 minutes, until the puff pastry is cooked. Enjoy it!

Recipes from Milou Netten, Laura Bosman and Esther
Hullegien
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VEGANIZING YOUR FOOD
LOOKING FOR TIPS ON VEGAN RESTAURANTS
OR WAYS TO VEGANIZE YOUR FOOD?
Since a few years, the vegan diet has gained a lot of popularity.
More people are starting to eat plant based or vegan products,
and also more restaurants put vegan dishes on the menu. There
are even whole restaurants with only vegan food, or serving
vegetable-based dishes. In this article, we will tell you where to

If the egg is used as a binder of the ingredients, one egg can be

find these vegan restaurants and how you could veganize some

replaced by one small banana, 50 grams of applesauce/pumpkin

recipes at home if you like to try.

puree or a“flax egg”: mix 1 tablespoon milled flaxseed and 3 tablespoons of water, and let it sit for a while. If the egg is used to give
rise to the cake, you can replace it by a mix of one tablespoon of

RESTAURANTS:

vinegar and one tablespoon of baking soda. Nowadays, there are

Exclusively vegan restaurants are mostly found in the bigger cit-

also a lot of vegan options for other dairy products, for example,

ies in the Netherlands. We found a few which are worth giving a

vegan ice cream or yoghurt by Alpro. Honey could be replaced

try. First of all, there is Waku Waku in Utrecht, a restaurant which

by maple syrup, but there are also even ‘no-bee’ honey products

serves vegan dishes, like ‘Kapsalon’ or risotto for lunch and dinner.

available. Lastly, there is a new interesting substitute for meat,

They also have a few desserts on the menu. Another restaurant,

called pulled jackfruit. Jackfruit is a tropical fruit. If you take the

in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, is the Vegan Junk Food Bar, which

young fruits, you can easily bake them with some taco seasoning,

serves all kinds of burgers, fries, milkshakes and cocktails. Lastly,

which gives it the perfect texture and flavour to replace your meat

there is a vegan lunchroom in Amsterdam called ‘Koffie ende

in tacos or wraps. You can even make ragout with it. Furthermore,

Koeck’ where they serve a vegan lunch, but also some amazing

the internet is full of recipes to make your own vegan burgers.

vegan cakes and pies.
We hope to have shown you that hearing the word “vegan” is no

VEGANIZE YOUR COOKING:

reason to panic. More and more restaurants are implementing

Maybe one of your friends or family members tries to eat vegan

vegan options in their menus or serve exclusively vegan food.

(we are in Wageningen after all 😊),  or  maybe  you  would  like  to  try 

Furthermore, in the supermarket, there are substitutes for all the

it yourself for once. You could google for vegan recipes, but a lot

conventional animal products you will ever need for your cooking

of things can just be replaced with something else. As an example,

and baking at home. We would love to see pictures if you tried

what if you want to bake a cake or pancakes. There are a lot of

some of the restaurants or substitutes!

options for vegan milk replacers in the supermarkets these days.
However, for eggs, you can easily find a replacer yourself.
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